
TOPAZ INTERNMENT CAMP

Four hundred and fifty-one internees from Topaz joined with their counterparts from other camps volunteered to fight in
Europe.

Entire blocks went on picnics out in the desert and used Antelope Springs as a camping spot, complete with
tents and a swimming hole. On January 29, President Franklin D. Fifty-seven Nisei registered with the draft
board. Topaz History The camp opened on September 11, although many barracks as well as the schools were
not completed. Within the residential area were schools, libraries, a canteen, churches, a post office, a fire
station, and a fifteen-acre garden plot. Recreation Swing bands that began in Tanforan continued in Topaz.
They had to travel to Fillmore, the county seat 54 miles away, just to get a marriage license. Bush issued a
formal apology and monetary compensation to all survivors. Even in such conditions, couples were married in
Topaz; their courtships consisted of more mundane things such as sharing tomato soup around a potbellied
stove or watching a movie in the recreation hall. When Pearl Harbor was bombed and the war began, Delta
farmers knew that a labor shortage would result with all the young men going to war, so someone proposed
bringing Japanese men to work the fields, re-farming the fields that had been abandoned. Those who served
received full soldier's pay and full dependency pay for their families. An article encouraged people to eat
breakfast the next day as sausage from the hog farm would be served to the entire camp, 3, pounds of meat
from 11 hogs. Health care at Topaz managed fairly well considering persistent understaffing issues and often
limited resources. These young Japanese Americans from the internment camps joined the nd Regimental
Combat Team in Europe, the museum brochure states, which became the U. Camp Organization and
Population Construction of Topaz began in June , just five months before prisoners started arriving by train
but, the camp was only about two-thirds completed by September. By September 26, , patients moved to a
new bed hospital facility with a handful of doctors, two registered nurses, and a few other specialists. It is
scheduled to open in  Nearly all of the prisoners came from communities in the San Francisco Bay Area,
whose climate was markedly different from the Sevier Desert's. Some Issei volunteered to join the army, even
though there was no enlistment procedure for non-citizens. Camp construction was completed in part by
interned laborers who volunteered to arrive early and help build the camp. The barracks had no running water
or insulation and during windstorms dust found its way in through the doors, walls and windows even though
rags and wet newspapers were stuffed in the cracks. Reports on religious activities were also common,
including an article about a Protestant Commission lecture and publicity for the weekly services of Catholics,
Buddhists, Protestants and Seventh-day Adventists. Donations are requested.. Main St. Topaz was designed to
house 9, prisoners in forty-two blocks laid out in checkerboard fashion, with six of the blocks open for
recreation, and two for apartments for the administrators. In enacting a law calling for restitution and offering
a sincere apology, your fellow Americans have, in a very real sense, renewed their traditional commitment to
the ideals of freedom, equality, and justice. There were rumors of sabotage with practically no distinction
made between Japanese nationals and Japanese immigrants living in the U. Internees went on strike protesting
the death and surrounding secrecy. George News The camp included 42 blocks; the first few were the
administration buildings, warehouses and government workers housing with the remaining blocks housing
residents. Fortunately this order was removed two days later. Reading through the paper also reveals aspects
of entertainment, recreation, and daily life. One in Block 16 housed reading material in English, while the
other housed Japanese literature. When the first batch of people arrived, not everything was finished. The
Topaz High School basketball players were taken to Delta High to practice every day for two hours. The two
elementary schools enrolled students and the high school enrolled 1,, staffed by Caucasian and Japanese
American teachers. Each residential block had twelve barracks for housing the inmates, a dining hall, a
bathroom and laundry facility, a recreation hall, and an office for the block manager. George News While
nearly nothing like the Nazi camps and lacking such an evil purpose, a United States version of concentration
camps â€” some top government brass including President Franklin D. Topaz had a newspaper called the
Topaz Times, a literary publication called Trek, and two libraries which eventually contained almost 7, items
in both English and Japanese. George News A photo of an interview with Topaz Internment Camp resident
Dave Tatsuno that is part of a video compilation of home movie footage he shot while in the camp that visitors
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are invited to watch after they enter the Topaz Museum in Delta, Utah, June 11, Photo by Reuben Wadsworth,
St. Roosevelt himself even called them that â€” did exist. Some residents even cultivated their own gardens. A
notice was given for a beauty shop soon to open, and another column described the fashions worn by women
who attended a party for Utah Governor and Mrs. Discontent over the shooting manifested itself in the form of
massive work stoppages among prisoners. Eventually, they were lined with sheetrock , and the floors filled
with masonite.


